Always One Familiar Face

“To me the names University of Oklahoma and Kraettli have always been synonymous,” one regent commented when the veteran University secretary announced his partial retirement, and thousands of alumni would echo this sentiment.

Lights On for Study

Many persons were certain that compulsory study hall for freshmen men could never be enforced, but they reckoned without unexpected support from the group most directly involved—the freshmen men themselves.

Disciple of a Dying Art

In the time necessary to become a glassblower a man could become a physician, a lawyer or a Ph.D, yet some men, like O.U.’s Norman Alexandre, are still drawn to this disappearing art.

A Basic Home Reference Library

Setting up your own home library and need some advice? The U.C.L.A. library science dean offers 25 basic volumes and his reasons for selecting them in this article for alumni magazines. Savoie Lottinville has added 25 more for the Oklahoma family.
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O.U.’s glassblower spends most of his time making scientific laboratory apparatus for the chemistry and physics departments, but for his own enjoyment he turns to the more artistic ornamental articles, such as this glass sailing ship. See story on page 9.